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Whether you're looking for something campy or really scary, these reviews and hunts will help you find the perfect horror movie. Get ready to panic with movies about zombies, ghosts, serial killers, and much more. This is the last article in a health column, but why? Here, experts decipher the psychological reasons behind the mysteries of
the most asterus human behavior. Horror movies are scary. They're disgusting. They make you think about death and fear about your life. Still, for many of us, they are a blast to watch – the best way to spend Friday night, especially in October, when ghosts, gore, and the makabri rule this month. Take That Episode I, the 2017 adaptation
of Stephen King's Nightmare Stuff novel, as proof: The film earned more than $700 million at the worldwide box office. In other words, movie fleets gathered in theaters by choice to see a killer clown terrorizing a bunch of kids. (Move the popcorn: Pennywise is about to rip out little Georgie's arm!) So, what's going on? Why do so many of
us come out of us and even pay good money to consume scary entertainment? Here's what experts have to say. Although horror films are fake, watching them can provoke a very real fight-or-flight response, some experts say. The brain doesn't always distinguish between fantasy and reality with absolute efficiency, Krista Jordan, PhD, a
clinical psychologist based in Austin, Texas, tells Health. For example, get someone to describe biting into a lemon, and if the person is really good at describing it, your salivary glands will activate. According to Jordan, the same malfunction can happen when you watch in horror. The brain forgets at that moment that what it sees is not an
actual danger and then backs up the physiological response that would have been appropriate if it had been, she says. In turn, your body goes into battle-or-flight mode, which means it's flooded with adrenaline and brain chemicals cause euphoria like endorphins and dopamine - all of which can suck you up and make you feel like you're
ready to face the world (or at least Michael Myers). You may get a burst of adrenaline from a horror movie screening, but you're not really in danger when you're watching, say, a purge -- which is another big part of the genre's charm. You see scary things in a controlled environment, and I think that's something we all crave, says Margo
Levine, Ph.D., a clinical psychologist based in New York. It goes back to preschool, she explains. Think of a toddler who learns to walk: one of the things they like to do is run away from the parent, get to a certain point where it's a little scary, and then run back. It's playing with danger but with a sense of security. Despite the absence of
any real threat, many people still feel a sense of accomplishment when they finish a horror movie. You feel like, I was dealing with something that was out of my comfort zone, and I conquered it, Gardere, PhD, a clinical psychologist based in New York City, says health. It gives you confidence. Related: Why do some people refuse to wear
a face mask in people? Horror movies give you a glimpse into how life-threatening situations might play out, which can make you feel better prepared for real danger. It's about trying to learn to predict the world around you, says Koltan Scrivener, PhD in the Department of Comparative Human Development at the University of Chicago.
What do other people do, even if they're fictional, when they're in a situation like this? What do other people do when they find themselves facing a particular threat or challenge? Garder admits to having a fascination with zombie horror, and he explains it this way: there's a small part of me that believes that in some way there could be
some kind of side effects of a drug that's not going to animate the dead, but it can really affect an antic lobe or something, and people can behave in ways that can be very dangerous, he says. By watching shows like The Walking Dead, Garder can figure out what might happen if his worst nightmare becomes a reality -- and not just the
zombies he's taking notes on. As a psychologist, I watch a show like The Walking Dead to see how people behave in a zombie apocalypse, how they become the real monsters, he says. The zombies are nothing more than the window bandage. In addition to giving you a playbook of sorts, experts say watching horror movies can help you
practice coping strategies. I think people who watch them a lot learn how to deal with uncertainty and stress and anxiety, Scrivener says. He recently wrote a study showing that horror fans are more resilient and less psychologically distressed than fans who aren't maternal in the face of today's Covid-19 epidemic -- presumably because of
their honed coping skills. We think what's happening is that horror fans are actually building a toolkit for how to deal with feeling anxious or scared, Scrivener says. Because that's exactly what you do when you watch a horror movie. You regulate your emotions so you're in a sweet place to feel scared but also having fun. Related: What is
black fishing and why would anyone do that? We all have unknown parts of ourselves that I think are kind of external to the dangers outside of us, Erin Hadley, PhD, a clinical psychologist in Philadelphia, tells Health. One of the reasons we might be drawn into horror, she assumes, is that it allows us to explore these tauboy parts of
ourselves. With a movie like Carrie, for example, a lot of people identify with her being annoyed and tormented at school and at home, she says. But are you then encouraging her to slaughter her classmates? I think a lot of people do that. Identification with the perpetrator is a classic Freudian interpretation [of why we love horror], adds
Jordan. That's the same reason Proid used to say we love watching boxing: identification with the person affected; We sympathize with the person who beats the other guy. I think a lot of people are going to have a hard time admitting it, but to be honest, I think it's probably happening on some level. By watching victims in horror movies
making obvious mistakes - like the old chestnuts coming home - you can convince yourself that if you are presented with the same condition, you will survive. There's always one of the scenes where the intended victim manages to neutralize the perpetrator and then they start walking really slowly and turning their backs, jordan says. So
you might find yourself yelling at the screen (because, duh, the killer is going to get back up!) and it's not just because screaming during a horror movie adds to the pleasure of it. I think there's this part of us that's trying to say, 'This is never going to happen to me,' Jordan explains. Here are all the ways I'll react differently. For example,
you'd hide better, think faster, and never, never stumble while running in the woods. It's like if you read a newspaper article about someone killed in a crime that happened at 4:30 a.m. and you say to yourself, 'This is never going to happen to me because I'll never be out at 4:30 in the morning,' levine says. It's magical thinking. That's how
we separate ourselves from our fear of terrible things happening to us. Something went wrong. An error occurred and your value was not sent. Please try again. To move our top stories to your inbox, subscribe to the Healthy Life Horror Bites newsletter. It's eating you alive. It's going to bounce at night. He watches you when you sleep. It
haunts you. And he finds you just when you finally feel safe. We here in men's health have an affinity for all things horror. The scarier, the weirder, the better! For us, a murderous horror movie is about your expectations of subversion. Take a movie like Jordan Peele's Out. On the surface, this is your typical horror film - which quickly
spirals into a complex critie about race in America. Or Ari Astaire's Midsomer, a horror film that projects in the idyllic surroundings of a Swedish commune, and yet something very sinister lurks around the corner. Or how about a classic, like a Curry adapted for Stephen King, who carries that true hell exists on Earth: high school. But above
all, a real, chill-encouraging horror movie finds the thing you've never been afraid of, something you might not even have considered in your worst nightmares, forcing you to confront it face-to-face, whether it's flesh-eating zombies, bloodthirsty sharks or even ourselves. They may not be scary at first, but they're enough to make you
question swimming or even look in the mirror for too long. Below, some of our horror movie favorites, from familiar classics to newer, more terrifying movies. 128 Days Later (2002) Imagine this: You wake up in a hospital bed, completely naked, and In the middle of London is abandoned, only to discover that the city has been evacuated
because of an unstoppable virus that makes people live violent and bloodthirsty. That's how it starts 28 days later and we can't say there are other movies that make you feel as uneasy as this. It started out as a chasm. But from the very beginning, you knew it was different. Because it happened in small villages, in market towns. And then
it wasn't on TV any longer. It was on the street outside. Stream it here 2 Midsommar (2019) has a moment during Ari Astaire's Midsomer when you're not sure what's going on, but you know it's bad. This moment happens when a couple of old men are led to the top of a mountain, overlooking a group of Swedes from the Cwmns and our
three American tourists. And then, things happen. (Spoiler alert: literally.) Watch it if only because Florence Pio gives a career execution. You think a masochistic part of you is playing this drama to take your mind off the work you really need to do? Stream It Here 3 Get Out (2017) There's a lot that's been said about how good Jordan
Peele's director's debut, Get Out, is, a story that employs common horror movie trophies to criticize racism in America. Still, it's worth writing about because, well, it's really just that good. It's a movie you'd like to watch for the first time again, and we voluntarily enter the sunken place (for a short time, any) just to experience it. Do they know
I am? Do they know I'm black? Stream it here 4 Dawn of the Dead (2004) We'll say this: a lot of recent zombie movies and shows within its latest craze were bs pay. But the 2004 remake of George A. Romero's Dawn of the Dead was different. In this film, zombies weren't the slow creatures we knew and loved (and secretly thought we
could escape or outsmart them). Instead, they would run fast to yin marathon and twice as violent as ever. Dawn of the Dead makes the Walking Dead look like an episode of Sesame Street. Stream it here 5 Descent (2005) There's a reason we claim the best kind of horror movies are the ones that make you afraid of things I've never
even understood. The drop is one of those. The film opens innocently enough; A group of six companies descend on an especially narrow cave system, only to discover that they are being persecuted and hunted by things that are not entirely human. We're not sure if we're more afraid of them or the sheer tension of the film. We're in the
wrong cave! Stream it here 6 Jaws (1975) Speaking of things you may never have realized you're afraid of, enter Jaws, the film that single-handedly launched our collective fear of what lurks in the ocean. Up until this point, some horror films have re-predicted terrifying as something in a sunny, seaside setting, proving that scary things can
collide at night in Time of year (and even if you don't live anywhere even remotely close to the water). You're going to need a bigger boat. Stream It Here 7 Night of the Living Dead (1968) Set in a farmhouse outside Pennsylvania, this black-and-white movie is classic for a reason. In fact, it's because of this film, George A. Romero I, that
the zombie craze took off like it did. (Technically, the first zombie movie ever promoted to this in several decades; still, it left a big impact on a horror movie forever.) The film was also extreme for starring the first ever black actor in predominantly white actors. They're coming for you, Barbara! Stream it here 8 REC (2007) not to be too on



the nose with things, but here's the problem of this movie: a news reporter in Barcelona, Spain called to explore an apartment building; Soon, the building will close and, uh, put on quarantine as the building's occupants struggle to figure out what's going on around them. (Unsurprisingly, the real threat comes from inside the building.) The
rest of the film found is cinematic magic, and much better than the 2008 American remake. We need to record everything. Stream it here 9 Better Watch out (2016) This festive Christmas classic, masked killer follows a 17-year-old babysitter and the twin she watches out of their house. But the real horror begins when it's doubtful who
exactly to cheer for. Luke, truth or dare. Stream it here 10 Cabin in the Woods (2011) It's really hard to talk about the cabin in the woods without spoiling it, so we leave it at that: Five students hire an RV to spend time in... A cabin in the woods. And things aren't going as planned. It's a Joss Yeddon special, which means nothing is ever
what it looks like in this movie. He's got a husband's bump. Stream it here 11 Blair Witch Project (1999) There's a reason this movie is so damn scary: it's what you can't see it's scarier. The Blair Witch Project, which directs the subgenre of found horror films, uses your imagination to woven a villain made from your worst nightmares, which
is far scarier than any clown, zombie or masked killer. I'm afraid to close my eyes, I'm afraid to open them. Stream it Here 12 USA (2019) There's a lot to like about us, Jordan Peele's sequel to Get Out. Amazing performances by Lupita Nyongo and Winston Duke, for example. A villain (or a group of villains, to be exact) you wouldn't
expect. And like Phil's first film, Usa is a rich social commentary on race in America. (Phil says the film is based on our fear of strangers, something that makes perfect sense once you've seen it. there's family in our driveway. stream it here 13 Busan Train/Busanhaeng (2016) Some zombie movies take risks these days. Fortunately, the
Korean train to Busan is an exciting verbal ride, when most of the film takes place within the confines of the train as an ongoing zombie map. Doing his best by his daughter who quickly turns into complete madness – and we wouldn't have done it any other way. I'll take you to Mom no matter what. Stream it here 14 Guest (2014) You
might know Dan Stevens best for Downton Abbey or his lead role on FX's Legion, but we claim his standout was in this 2014 horror film. In the guest, Stevens plays the role of military veterinarian who visits a deceased friend and the family of a veterinarian in New Mexico. The family invites him to stay, and as naturally as things do in a
horror movie, their world begins to crumble as they discover the true origins of their househouse. Foreign danger, people! I'm a soldier, man. I like guns. Stream it here 15 Exorcum (1973) As far as horror pins go, the exorcy is near the top of our list. One of the first horror memorabilia to use religion as a backdrop, the film is a terrifying film
that investigates the demonic possession of a young girl (who twirling, cursing, and usually really scary). It became the first horror film ever to be nominated for an Academy Award for Best Picture. (Only five other horror films will go her way, Including Get Out. What an excellent day for Exorcism. Stream it here 16 Sneaky (2010) There's a
lot to choose from from the James Wan Universe, made up of the Saw franchise, the Conjugal franchise, the Annabelle franchise, and so on and so on. we claim cunning (and its sequel to 2013) is the best, and just good old-fashioned ghost story fun. The franchise is examining personal tragedy, family tension, and a lot of ghosts. Last
night, I saw myself asleep, and then I flew away. Stream it here 17 Carrie (1976) high school sucked in for many of us. that's what we learned from Carrie. It's Sissy Spacek's Irish portrayal of our titular character, though, it will keep you watching classic teen horror. everyone will laugh at you. Stream it here 18 Sixth Sense (1999) There's a
lot to be said for the work of M. Nightama Shylan and some of it probably isn't that positive if you've ever seen Cora, starring a very confused Mark Wahlberg. But the sixth sense is a masterpiece, no matter how you cut it. We don't want to give too much away, but it's a great entry-level horror movie as well as an introduction to Shymlan
movies. (For his other worthy films, try the visit and, of course, Unbreakable.. I see dead people. Stream it here 19 Candyman (1992) This classic begins with an urban legend: a character known as Candyman will appear before you if you time his name five times in the mirror. sounds like your usual horror movie, only it's not. Starring MH
cover star Yahya Abdul-Metin II, in 2021. It's always been you, Helen. Stream it here 20 Royal (2000) We hate to make this comparison because there really isn't, but that's what The Hunger Games would look like if it didn't have a PG-13 rating. In the film, dozens of students descend on a mysterious island by boat and must fight to the
death. It's very bloody (as seen in the picture on the left) and just one of the Japanese horror classics. Why not kill? Everyone has their own problems. Stream it here 21 You're Next (2011) Our most beloved horror movie rope is naïve, accident-prone hero you find hard to even encourage. How can you be so stupid? Well, you're the next
Erin. She's tough in good faith and we're preventing her and other cool finishers. I stuck a blender in his head and killed him. Stream it here 22 ready or not (2019) Speaking of final kickass girls, let's discuss the latest movie on our list: Ready or Not. A young couple getting married and our bride must prove her worth to her new grooms
through a game of life or death. (No pressure!) It's a beautiful aberration from horror films that look at themselves too seriously and Samara Weaving is a scream queen in the make-up. If it helps your family accept me, I'll play checkers. Stream it here 23 hereditary (2018) that damn car scene. I never wanted to be your mother. Stream it
here This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their e-mail addresses. You may be able to find more information about this content and similar content piano.io piano.io
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